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Abstract

This paper proposes a mobile cache model to facilitate the cooper-

ative proxy caching in wireless base stations. This mobile cache model

uses a network cache line to record the caching state information about

a web document for effective data search and cache space management.

Based on the proposed mobile cache model, a P2P cooperative proxy

caching scheme is proposed to use a self-configured and self-managed

virtual proxy graph (VPG), independent of the underlying wireless net-

work structure and adaptive to the network and geographic environment

changes, to achieve efficient data search, data cache and date replication.

Based on demand, the aggregate effect of data caching, searching and

replicating actions by individual proxy servers automatically migrates the

cached web documents closer to the interested clients. In addition, a cache

line migration (CLM) strategy is proposed to flow and replicate the heads

of network cache lines of web documents associated with a moving mo-

bile host to the new base station during the mobile host handoff. These

replicated cache line heads provide direct links to the cached web docu-

ments accessed by the moving mobile hosts in the previous base station,
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thus improving the mobile web caching performance. Performance stud-

ies have shown that the proposed P2P cooperative proxy caching schemes

significantly outperform existing caching schemes.

Keywords: Wireless Internet, Base station, Proxy caching, VPG, Mobile

cache model, Network cache line.
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1 Introduction

The popularity of wireless networks grows with the advances in wireless tech-

nologies and Internet applications. Many interesting web applications, such

as multimedia streaming, have flourished with the growth of the Internet and

WWW. New generation wireless networks, such as G4 and WiMAX, have

brought these web applications into wireless. Fig. 1 depicts a typical wire-

less Internet architecture. In this architecture, mobile hosts access the mobile

network through base stations, which are inter-connected by access routers to

form wireless LANs, and in turn are connected to the Internet through gateway

routers. Among numerous studies on enhancing the wireless Internet perfor-

mance, caching popular web documents at locations close to the mobile clients

is an effective solution to improving the quality of wireless web applications [1–7].

Web caching can be implemented in various points of a wireless network. Wire-

less providers often install cache appliances on the edge of a wireless network to

act as the proxy to the Internet. With this approach, the wireless web perfor-

mance is often compromised by the long latency between mobile clients, proxy

cache, and original web servers, because the proxy server is located outside the

wireless network. A single proxy cache at the edge of a wireless network can

also be overloaded and become the bottleneck.

Internet
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Figure 1: Wireless Internet architecture

To address these drawbacks, wireless base stations are often used as caching
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proxies for mobile hosts [8]. Caching popular web documents in wireless base

stations can ease network traffic between base stations and web servers, and

reduce user web request latencies. Providing caching mechanisms in wireless

base stations can also reduce the connection time between the mobile host and

the base station due to the reduced waiting time experienced in fetching remote

web documents, thus saving the limited wireless bandwidth.

However, independent proxy caching in wireless base stations may not be op-

timal for wireless web applications because mobile devices often switch wireless

services between adjacent base stations. It is desirable to make the wireless base

stations to cooperate in proxy caching [8, 9]. A simple solution to designing a

cooperative proxy cache system for wireless base stations is to adopt an existing

cooperative proxy caching scheme that was originally designed for wired network

environments. There are two kinds of cooperative proxy caching architectures

in wired network environments. The hierarchical cooperative proxy caching

schemes [10–12] require proxy servers being placed at key access points of net-

works and configured as a hierarchy. The hierarchical cooperative proxy caching

is not suitable for wireless environments due to the non-hierarchical nature of

the distributed wireless base stations. On the other hand, existing distributed

cooperative proxy cache systems [3, 4, 13–19] in wired network environments

employ sophisticated caching and searching schemes, such as centralized or dis-

tributed directory lookup, distributed hashing, and multicasting, to distribute

and search the cached web documents. These proxy caching schemes all inherit

the vertical cache model used in operating systems and storage systems. In a

vertical cache mode, the proxy cache acts solely as the agent between the server

and the client. However, in a distributed cooperative proxy cache system, web

documents may come from cooperative proxy servers. It is necessary to design a

new cache model that can take advantage of the cooperation among distributed

proxy servers. In addition, the objective of caching web documents in wire-

less base stations is to reduce the user request latencies so that the wireless

network bandwidth and mobile battery power are saved. Nonetheless, most of
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these existing caching schemes are originally designed for cluster environments

where proxy servers are physically close to each other. They often concentrate

on increasing the cache hit ratio (the ratio of web requests being satisfied by

the proxy cache system) while ignoring the cost of retrieving web documents

from proxy servers where they are cached [20,21]. A cooperative proxy caching

scheme should emphasize on moving the cached web documents closer to inter-

ested clients through data replication.

Besides the aforementioned problems, new challenges exist in the cooper-

ative proxy caching for wireless base stations. First, mobile hosts in wireless

environments often switch services from one base station to another. Mobile

host handoffs increase the complexity of the cooperative proxy cache system.

Second, reducing the user request latency (the time for a user to wait for the first

portion of the requested document to arrive) is more critical in wireless environ-

ments since wireless links have limited bandwidth and mobile hosts have limited

battery power. Finally, in wired networks, a caching proxy server usually serves

clients within an organization, in which clients usually share common interests.

However, in wireless environments, clients connecting to the same base station

might come from different regions and have different backgrounds, hence having

different web access interests. Such diversity of client interests directly affects

the cache strategies and replacement policies. To address these challenges in

the wireless proxy caching, we propose a P2P cooperative proxy caching scheme

that uses a mobile cache model to facilitate the proxy server cooperation, and

a virtual proxy graph to assist the P2P data cache, data search and data repli-

cation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we propose the

P2P cooperative proxy caching scheme, including the mobile cache model and

virtual proxy graph, and discuss the data cache, data search and data replication

strategies. After analyzing the performance advantages of the proposed schemes

in section 3, we verify our formal analysis using simulation studies in section 4.

Finally we have our concluding remarks and discuss future studies in section 5.
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2 A P2P Cooperative Proxy Caching Scheme

2.1 Mobile cache model

Designing a cache model has to be based on the characteristics of the cached data

and the specific caching environment. In wireless proxy caching environments,

the cached web documents may be migrated to this base station proxy server

from other base stations instead of being directly fetched from the original web

servers. To cope with the characteristics of cached web documents and wireless

environments, we design a network cache line as depicted in Fig. 2.

ID Tag State Bytes Link Fields Client List Origin

Head

Cached Document

Body

Figure 2: Network cache line

The network cache line consists of two portions. The cache line body is the

cached web document. The head portion includes ID, Tag, State bytes, Link

fields, Client list and Origin. The ID field contains a UUID which the URL

of the cached web document is hashed to. Tag is the name of the cached web

document. State bytes are used to store caching state information about the

cached web document. Because the cached web document might be migrated

from other base station proxy servers, link fields are needed to provide links

to proxy servers that previously owned or searched for this document, so that

subsequent web requests in nearby base stations can easily find this cached web

documents. Link field is organized as a pair of integer < NID, Dist >. NID

is an integer used to lookup the neighbor table for a neighbor base station’s IP

address. Dist is round-trip network distance to reach the cached web document

through the base station specified by NID. Client List contains the IDs of the
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mobile hosts that are currently accessing the cached web document. Origin

indicates whether this current web replica is fetched from the original web server

or is migrated from another proxy server in the P2P cooperative proxy cache

system.

2.2 Virtual Proxy Graph

Since the cached web replicas in nearby base station proxy servers can be linked

using network cache lines, we propose a virtual proxy graph (VPG), an overlay

network independent of the underlying wireless network structures, to facilitate

the data linkage and data exchange among the caching proxy servers. A VPG

forms the foundation for data search, data cache and data replication in our P2P

cooperative proxy cache system. With the VPG, A proxy server only exchanges

data and information with its neighbor proxy servers. Fig. 3 demonstrates a

VPG with 18 nodes. In this VPG, proxy node 12 has 4 neighbors. They are

proxy nodes 8, 9, 14, and 18.
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Figure 3: Virtual proxy graph

In the wireless environment, there is no centralized controller to build the

virtual proxy graph among the distributed wireless base stations. Ideally, a VPG

should be automatically configured by individual base station proxy servers

through simple information exchange. It is also desirable that the VPG can be

automatically adjusted to fit the dynamic changes of the wireless network and
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web caching requirement. We propose an individual-based VPG configuration

process for proxy servers to automatically configure and manage the VPG for

the P2P cooperative proxy cache system in following two phases:

Initialization phase:

• When a base station proxy server wants to join the P2P cooperative proxy

cache system, it first broadcasts a request message to all other base sta-

tions in the wireless network, asking for the permission token.

• If within certain period of time this base station does not get any response

from any other base stations or no proxy servers in the wireless network has

been found holding the permission token, it creates a token and assumes

itself to be the first proxy server in the P2P cooperative proxy cache

system.

• If there are existing proxy servers in the P2P cooperative proxy cache

system, one of them must hold the token. The proxy server holding the

permission token must pass the token to the requesting proxy server after

finishing its own configuration. All other proxy servers already in the P2P

cooperative proxy cache system must notify the requesting proxy server

that they are part of the cache system.

• After getting the permission token, the joining proxy server collects char-

acteristic information, such as storage capacity, network bandwidth, num-

ber of connections, user tolerance to request latencies, from the exiting

proxy servers.

• The maximum number of virtual links a proxy server can have with other

proxy servers should be proportional to its computing and network re-

sources. The joining proxy server selects its neighbor proxy servers so

that the network distance between a pair of neighbor proxy servers does

not exceed the tolerable user request latencies in both servers. After the

new connections, the proxy servers connecting to the joining proxy server
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have to make sure that their numbers of virtual links are still proportional

to their processing powers. During initialization, a neighbor table will be

built in this joining proxy server. An entry in the neighbor table includes

an ID which is normally a small integer and the IP address of the neigh-

bor proxy server. The proxy servers connecting to the joining proxy server

also add this proxy server to their neighbor tables.

Self-adjusting phase:

After becoming a port of the VPG, a proxy server enters into the self-adjusting

phase. In this phase, a proxy server continuously monitors its data and infor-

mation exchanges with its neighbor proxy servers.

• If a proxy server finds that its data exchange with one of its neighbor

proxy servers is lower than a threshold for a certain period of time, it can

propose to that neirghbor proxy server to drop the virtual connection.

The connection is dropped only if both servers agree to.

• If a proxy server finds that many cached web replicas routed to this server

are originally from a certain proxy server, it can negotiate with that proxy

server to form a new virtual link if their network distance does not exceed

the tolerable user request latencies in both servers.

This dynamic self-adjusting process makes sure that the VPG is always

effective for data search, data cache and data replication.

2.3 Data Cache and Data Search Strategies

An critical task of our P2P cooperative proxy caching scheme for wireless base

stations is to design a data search and data cache strategies so that individual

proxy servers can manage the cached data based on their local knowledge of

the global caching state using the self-configured VPG and the mobile cache

model. The objective is to allow individual proxy servers making data search,

data cache and data replication decisions independantly, hoping the aggregate
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effect of individual proxy server actions generate the group behavior to manage

the global caching state of the P2P cooperative proxy caching system.

When a new web request reaches a certain proxy server from its mobile client,

the proxy server takes actions based on three different situations as follows:

1. The entire network cache line is cached in this proxy server: In

this case, the cached web document is sent to the mobile client and the

web request is satisfied.

2. Only the head of the network cache line is cached in this proxy

server: This proxy server checks the head of the network cache line for

the shortest distance to the cached web replicas. If the distance to the

nearest web replica is larger than its expected response time by directly

requesting from the original web server, a query is sent to the original web

server. Otherwise, a query message will be propagated along the links in

the heads of network cache lines to the proxy server that holds the nearest

web replica.

3. Nothing is cached at this proxy server: This proxy server first sends

a query message to all its neighbor proxy servers and waits for responses

from them. The query message will be disseminated to other proxy servers

through neighbor relay until the message life time expires or a matching

cache line (maybe head only) is reached. The proxy server that has the

matching cache line responds the query with the meta information about

the cached replica in a responding message, which is routed back to the

requesting proxy server along the query path. The proxy servers on the

routing path create or update the appropriate network cache line heads

based on the information in the responding message to form links to the

cached web replica. The proxy server that initiates the query message col-

lects all responding messages arriving within a specified time period and

creates a network cache line for the web document based on the informa-

tion in these responding messages. After that, the search process become
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the same as in case 2.

When a query locates a cached web document in the P2P cooperative proxy

cache system, the cached web document will be transferred to the requesting

proxy server directly from the proxy server where it is located. Unlike the

existing hashing based schemes in which data replication is avoided, the web

document is replicated at the requesting proxy server expecting an increasing

demand for this web document. Replication of the web document is based

a supply-demand management principle similar to that used in the real-world

economic systems, i.e., increasing supplies based on demand, a poven mechanism

to automatically manage the complexity of distributing goods among customers

[22].

2.4 Advantages of the P2P Cooperative Proxy Caching

Scheme

The following excellent features of the proposed P2P cooperative proxy caching

scheme demonstrate the advantages of the proposed data cache, data search and

data replication strategies:

• Data Cohesion: Because individual proxy servers on the search path

create and update the heads of network cache lines to establish links to the

cached web replicas, nearby cached web replicas will be linked together to

form a cohesive group. The data cohesion enable the nearby proxy servers

to effectively cooperate in making cache replacement decisions.

• Search Alignment: By caching and updating the network cache line

heads in individual proxy servers during search, later web requests can

quickly locate the cached web replicas by following the traces of previous

web requests. This search alignment feature can not only reduce the user

request latencies but also reduce the network overhead generated by search

messages.
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• Replication-by-demand: When a web request is satisfied by a coopera-

tive proxy server in the P2P proxy cache system instead of the local proxy

server, the web document is replicated at the local proxy server, expecting

a increasing demand for this document. The replication-by-demand fea-

ture not only moves the cached web documents to the interested clients

but also automatically balances the workload by distributing highly de-

manded web documents to multiple caching locations.

2.5 Adapting to Wireless Environments

Due to the existence of mobile host handoffs in a wireless network, the VPG

self-configuration and self-adjustment has to consider the base station’s geo-

graphic locations. In general, the proxy servers on two geographically close base

stations should be connected as neighbors in the VPG since handoffs might hap-

pen between them. However, a proxy server itself does not know which other

proxy servers in the wireless network are geographically close to it. One solu-

tion is to feed the VPG self-configuration process in individual proxy servers

with the geographical parameters of all base stations provided by the wireless

service provider. Nonetheless, relying on a base station distribution map to

determine neighbor proxy server is not reliable. For instance, there might not

be any handoff between two base station proxy servers separated by a new

construction although they are geographically close to each other on the map.

Connecting these two proxy servers as neighbors might not be the best interest

of the P2P cooperative proxy cache system. Furthermore, the geographic envi-

ronment changes dynamically from time to time. Road blocking or detouring

might reduce the data and information flow between two connected neighbor

proxy servers for a long period of time. The self-adjustment phase of the auto-

matic VPG configuration process is designed to address this issue.

Furthermore, when a mobile host switches services from one base station

to another, it is highly possible that the mobile host will access the same web

information at the new base station after the handoff. To accelerate the web
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browsing, Hadjiefthymiades and Merakos [23] proposed a proxy cache relocation

scheme, which tries to predict the next base station a mobile host might move to,

and copies the cached web documents in a dedicated cache space for this mobile

host to the predicted base stations before the handoff actually takes place. Due

to the prediction inaccuracy, this scheme copies 100% of cached data to the best

predicted neighbors, 70% of cached data to the second best predicted neighbors,

and 30% to the rest neighbors.

There are two problems in this proxy cache relocation scheme:

1. This caching scheme assigns each mobile host a dedicated cache space in

the proxy server. Recent studies found that user access to web documents

follows a Zipf-like distribution with high Zipf factors [22, 24]. It means

user access to web documents is highly skewed to a few web documents.

Although dedicated cache space simplifies the proxy cache management,

it wastes the limited proxy cache space since the interest locality of mobile

clients causes duplication of the same web document in the same proxy

cache.

2. The inaccuracy predictions cause unnecessary data copy among the base

station proxy servers. Copying web documents based on prediction of the

mobile host movement may introduce data oscillation in wireless network.

Although new cache relocation techniques [25] are proposed to deal with the

issue of poor path prediction by temporarily moving data objects to a common

parent node prior to a handover. These cache relocation schemes still replicate

web documents that may not be needed in the new base station. In addition,

they did not solve the data oscillation problem due to copying web documents

based on the prediction of the mobile host movement and, hence, generate

excessive traffics in the wireless network. Furthermore, using a common parent

node to temporarily store the web documents increases the complexity of the

cache relocation and causes extra workload in the common parent node. To

improve the caching performance, our proposed P2P cooperative proxy caching
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scheme addresses these two problems naturally. The mobile cache model enables

the proxy server cooperation among the neighbor base stations without the need

of assigning dedicated cache spaces for individual mobile hosts. The P2P proxy

server cooperation among neighbor base stations can increase the cache hit ratio

and reduce the web request latency. When the mobile host moves from one base

station to its neighbor base station, it is not necessary to move its cached web

documents to the new base station prior to or at the handoff. Our P2P data

search scheme can quickly find a cached web document for a mobile host from

the proxy server which the mobile host previously connected to, if the web

document has not been removed by the cache replacement. The user request

latency of querying a cached web document from a neighbor proxy server is much

less than that of fetching the data from the original web server. Furthermore,

the heads of the network cache lines currently accessed by the moving mobile

host can be copied to the new base station during the handoff. We call this

strategy as cache line migration (CLM). Using this simple method, we can

effectively reduce the cost of searching the previously accessed web documents

for a mobile host because the links in the network cache line heads can directly

lead to the cached web replicas in the previous base station proxy server. The

overhead of migrating the network cache line heads should not be significant

because the a network cache line head is usually much smaller than a cached

web document.

3 Performance Study

To evaluate the performance of the proposed P2P cooperative proxy caching

scheme in wireless environments, we compare it with some existing proxy caching

schemes using formal analysis and simulation study. The following five schemes

are evaluated:

• Cache Relocation (CR): The proxy cache relocation scheme proposed

in [23] is evaluated with the assumption of 100% accuracy in prediction
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of the mobile host movement, although it is unlikely for any prediction to

be 100% accurate.

• Non-cooperative Caching (NC): In this scheme, each individual proxy

server acts independently and there is no cooperation among the base

station proxy servers. This scheme can be used to evaluate how proxy

server cooperation impacts the performance of the wireless proxy caching.

• Multicast-based Cooperative Caching (MCC): This cooperative

proxy caching scheme uses multicast to retrieve the cached web docu-

ments in a cooperative proxy cache system. Since it was originally de-

signed for distributed wired network environments, it is one of the best

existing proxy caching schemes that can be easily adapted into the wireless

base stations. In this scheme, the application-level multicast is employed

because IP multicast may not be supported in heterogeneous networks.

For fair comparison, the self-configured VPG is used as the overlay net-

work for the application-level multicast. In an multicast-based scheme, a

TTL value is usually used to control the number of hops that a query mes-

sage may travel in the wireless network. Without the TTL value, query

messages may flood the wireless network and cause the network instable.

When a query message is issued by a proxy server, a redefined TTL value

is assigned to the message. The TTL value is decremented by 1 when a

proxy server receives the query message. A proxy server stops forward-

ing the query message when the message’s TTL value reaches 0. In our

performance study, we choose TTL = 3 for a query message.

• P2P Cooperative Caching (PCC): This is our basic P2P cooperative

proxy caching scheme which includes the individual-based data caching,

searching and replicating methods using the proposed network cache model

and the self-configured VPG. To ensure a fair comparison, we also set a

TTL value equal to the one used in the MCC scheme for query messages

in our P2P cooperative proxy caching scheme. When a proxy server can
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not find a network cache line matching the requested web document, it

forwards the query message to their neighbor proxy servers if and only if

the message’s TTL is not equal to 0.

• PCC with Cache Line Migration (PCC-CLM): To take advantage of

the mobile host handoff, this scheme enhances our P2P cooperative proxy

caching scheme by migrating the network cache line heads associated with

the moving mobile host during handoffs.

3.1 Performance Analysis

Although it is hard to mathematically derive the absolute performance value of

a cooperative proxy cache system, it is possible to evaluate the relative perfor-

mance of different proxy caching schemes through formal analysis. To simplify

the analysis, we assume that all caching schemes use the same network topology

and all proxy servers have the same proxy cache space. We also assume that if a

local cache miss happens, a proxy server sends a query message to its neighbor

proxy servers and waits for the responding message for a time tmax before it

sends a web request directly to the original web server. For the P2P cooperative

proxy caching scheme, the network cache line heads are used to link the cached

web documents together through data search, data cache and data replication.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that a cached web document can always be

retrieved by following the links in the network cache line heads as long as the

query message reaches a proxy server having a network cache line matching the

requested web document.

We first compare the performance of non-cooperative caching (NC) scheme

with the cache relocation (CR) approach (CR). If we assume the probability

of finding a cached web document locally is Ploc, then the local cache hit ratio

is Ploc as well. Thus the probability of finding a cached web document in a

single non-cooperative cache is Pnc = Ploc. In the CR scheme, each mobile

host is allocated an independent cache space in the proxy server. Assume the
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probability of finding a cached web document using the CR scheme is Pcr. If

there are N mobile hosts, then the total cache space is partitioned into N

partitions (N > 0). Since all N partitions in the CR scheme are independent,

the probability of finding the cached web document in one of the N partitions

obeys the Bernoulli trail. Therefore, the probability of finding the cached web

document in the entire cache space follows a binary distribution:

P ∗

cr = 1 −

(

N

0

)

P 0

cr(1 − Pcr) = 1 − (1 − Pcr)
N (1)

Thus, we have P ∗

cr − Pcr = (1 − Pcr) − (1 − Pcr)
N .

Since N > 0, we have P ∗

cr ≤ Ploc = Pnc, and

Pcr ≤ P ∗

cr ≤ Ploc = Pnc (2)

Inequality (2) shows that the NC scheme results in higher cache hit ratio than

the CR scheme does. The CR scheme does not perform well because it assigns a

dedicated cache space for each individual mobile host, resulting duplicate copies

of popular documents in the same proxy server.

For the MCC scheme, if there is a local cache miss in a proxy server, the

probability of finding a cached web document from another caching proxy server

during tmax is:

Pmcc = Ploc + (1 − Ploc).Pbc mcc (3)

where Pbc mcc is the probability of finding the cached web document by broad-

casting query messages to neighbor proxy servers. We always have

Pmcc ≥ Ploc = Pnc (4)

In the basic PCC scheme, if there is a local cache miss in a proxy server, this

server broadcasts a query message to their neighbor proxy servers. We assume

that the probability of finding a network cache line head within time tmax is
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Phd, and the probability of finding a cached web document within the same

time is Pbc pcc. Then the probability of finding a cached web document using

the basic PCC scheme is,

Ppcc = Ploc + (1 − Ploc).(Phd + (1 − Phd)Pbc pcc) (5)

Since the MCC scheme uses the VPG automatically configured by the PCC

scheme as the multicast overlay network, and both the PCC scheme and the

MCC scheme use the same TTL value for query messages, we have Pbc pcc =

Pbc mcc. Based on (3) and (5), we have,

Pbc pcc − Pbc mcc

= (1 − Ploc).(Phd + (1 − Phd)Pbc pcc − Pbc mcc)

= (1 − Ploc).(Phd + (1 − Phd)Pbc mcc − Pbc mcc)

= (1 − Ploc).(Phd(1 − Pbc mcc)

≥ 0

Thus, we have

Ppcc ≥ Pmcc (6)

Now we study the effect of cache line migration. Assuming the probability

of finding a network cache line head in a proxy server is now Phdmv, we have

Phdmv ≥ Phd due to the cache line heads moved in with mobile hosts. Thus the

probability of finding a cached web document under the PCC-CLM scheme is,

Pclm = Ploc + (1 − Ploc).(Phdhm + (1 − Phdhm)Pbc clm) (7)

Because network cache line heads are usually much smaller than the cached

web documents, these cache line heads do not take much proxy cache space. We

can reasonably assume that Ploc in the PCC-CLM scheme is still the same as

that in the basic PCC scheme, i.e., Pbc clm = Pbc pcc. Based on (5) and (7), we

have
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Pclm − Ppcc

= Ploc + (1 − Ploc).(Phdhm − Phd)(1 − Pbc clm)

≥ 0

so we have

Pclm ≥ Ppcc (8)

Based on (2), (4), (6) and (8), the cooperative proxy cache system using

the CR scheme has the least cache hit ratio while the P2P cooperative proxy

cache system with cache line migration have the best performance in terms of

the cache hit ratio. The PCC scheme outperforms the MCC scheme due to

the mobile cache model and P2P data search, data cache and data replication

strategies. As expected, the non-cooperative proxy caching scheme performs

worse than any of the cooperative proxy caching schemes in terms of the cache

hit ratio.

However, our performance analysis only offers relative ranks of different

proxy caching schemes in terms of the cache hit ratio. It is necessary to quan-

titatively evaluate the performance difference of these proxy caching schemes.

In addition, we need to study the performance of the proxy caching schemes

in terms of other performance metrics, including the user request latency and

network overhead. Thus, we use simulation to further evaluate the performance

of these proxy caching schemes.

4 Simulation Study

4.1 Simulation Model

We assume that there are 100 base stations forming a 10x10 mesh-like grid in

the wireless network. We also assume the automatically configured VPG has

the same structure in which all base station proxy servers have 4 neighbors,
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excepting those on the edge and the corner. The proxy servers on edges and

corners of the 10x10 mesh have 3 and 2 neighbors respectively. We further

assume the VPG structure will not change during the entire simulation.

To evaluate the impact of the cache line migration, we use a variant random

waypoint movement pattern [26] to simulate the movement of the mobile hosts.

The events of the mobile host movement are independent of the events of web

requests. After a mobile host stays in the coverage area of one base station for

some time, it may move to one of its neighbor base stations, or jump to a non-

neighbor base station (this is the case that the user turns off the mobile device

and turns on again after driving for a while), or simply choose to stay with the

same base station. The mobile host has equal probability to make any of these

moves. The time for a mobile host to stay with one base station follows the

exponential distribution with an average duration of 180 seconds. This time is

based on the assumption that the distance between two adjacent base stations

is 2 miles, the average speed of vehicles is 40 miles/hour, and handoff happens

at center point of two adjacent base stations. Similar assumptions are also used

in [27, 28].

We assume the user request latency is 100 ms ignoring the other overheads if

the requested web document is cached in the proxy server that the mobile host

is currently connected to. The round trip network distance between a pair of

neighbor proxy servers is assumed to be 100 ms. So if a requested web document

is found in a neighbor proxy server, the user request latency is assumed to be 200

ms, ignoring other overheads. If a requested web document is two hops away

from the current proxy server, the user request latency will be 300 ms. We

further assume that the average user request latency for a cache miss (the web

document has to be fetched from the original web server) is 2000 ms, ignoring

all other overheads. These assumptions are based on statistic data collected by

running the benchmark Polygraph [29] on a web caching appliance developed

by Swell Technology [30].

We also assume that there are 10,000 distinct web documents on the In-
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ternet and the average web document size is 60K. We assume 35% of the web

documents have size less than 10K, 60% of them have size in the range from

10KB to 100KB, the sizes for the rest web documents are in the range of 100KB

to 1MB. The assumption on web document sizes is based on the latest web

access statistics obtained from several web servers [31,32]. It is assumed in [33]

that, on average, when people surf the Internet they click a web link once every

12.5 seconds. Thus in our simulation, we assume the arrivals of web requests

generated by a mobile host follow an exponential distribution and the average

inter-arrival time equals to 12.5 seconds. As shown in previous studies [22, 24],

the user access frequencies of web documents follow a Zipf-like distribution. The

user access frequency for a web document i can be calculated as:

fi =
1

iz.
∑m

j=1

1

jz

(9)

where m is the number of the distinct web documents in the system, and 0 ≤

z ≤ 1 is the Zipf factor [24]. A larger z value corresponds to a more skewed data

access pattern, i.e., some documents are accessed considerably more frequently

than others. When z = 0, the user access distribution is uniform, i.e., all

documents are accessed at equal frequency. Total of 400,000 web requests are

issued to the simulated cooperative proxy cache system.

To avoid the inaccurate statistics due to the simulation startup, we start

to collect statistic data after the first 20,000 web requests being processed. A

simple LRU cache policy is used for every tested proxy caching schemes in our

simulation. We list most of our default simulation parameters in Table 1.

We use these default parameters throughout the simulation study unless

explicitly stated otherwise. As in previous studies [10, 11], we choose the cache

hit ratio and the user request latency as the performance metrics. In addition,

we also observe the query cost in terms of the average data exchange per web

request between a pair of proxy servers. The data exchanged between proxy

servers include messages and documents. In our P2P cooperative proxy caching
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Proxy cache space 6000 KB
Number of distinct web pages 10,000
Total number of Web requests 400,000
Zipf Factor 0.75
Mean request interval time 12.5 seconds
Mean handoff interval time 180 seconds
Number of base stations 100
Number of mobile hosts 500
Average size of the web page 60
Average size of the query/reply message 0.1 KB
Average size of the cache line head 0.1 KB

scheme, moving and replicating network cache lines also contribute to the query

cost.

4.2 Performance under Various Cache Sizes

In this simulation, we study the performance of various proxy caching schemes

under different cache spaces. We vary the cache size in each proxy server from

3000 KB to 18000 KB, and observe the cache hit ratios and average user request

latencies under various cache sizes. We also monitor the data exchange between

neighbor proxy servers and calculate the average data exchange per web request.

The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
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Figure 4: Cache hit ratio under various cache sizes
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Figure 5: Average request latency under various cache sizes
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Figure 6: Data exchange under various cache sizes
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As we expected, when the cache size at the individual proxy server increases,

the cooperative proxy cache system can cache more web documents, resulting

in higher cache hit ratios and lower average user request latency. Among the

evaluated proxy caching schemes, the cache relocation scheme performs the

worst due to its dedicated cache model. The proxy server cooperation improves

the cache system performance tremendously as shown by the performance of

both the MCC scheme and the PCC scheme, compared with the non-cooperative

proxy caching approach. For instance, when the cache size is 9000KB, the MCC

and PCC schemes outperform the NC scheme by 175% and 235% respectively in

terms of the cache hit ratio. In the meantime, the average user request latency

using the NC scheme is 31% and 45% higher than that using the MCC and PCC

schemes respectively. Among the cooperative proxy caching schemes, our P2P

cooperative proxy caching schemes demonstrate better caching performance in

term of the cache hit ratio and user request latency. For instance, when the

cache size is 9000KB, the cache hit ratio using the PCC scheme is 22% higher

than that using the MCC scheme. On the other hand, the average user request

latency using the MCC scheme is 11% higher than that using the PCC scheme.

Most importantly, compared to the MCC scheme, our PCC scheme requires

much less network bandwidth within the wireless network while achieving better

caching performance in terms of the cache hit ratio and average user request

latency. As shown in Fig. 6, the data exchange between neighbor proxy servers

using the MCC scheme is much higher than that using our PCC scheme. For

instance, when cache size is 9000KB, the average data exchange per web request

using the MCC scheme is 167% higher than that using our PCC scheme. The

superiority of our PCC scheme is due to its individual-based data search, data

cache and data replication strategies, which can not only create links among

nearby cached web replicas but also replicate the cached web documents based

on demand and move them closer to interested clients. Because our P2P coop-

erative proxy caching scheme creates and updates the network cache line heads

based on information in query responding messages, no extra network traffic is
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generated during the replication of network cache line heads.

Based our analysis, we can improve the performance of our P2P cooperative

proxy caching scheme through cache line migration. As shown in Fig. 4 and

Fig. 5, our PCC-CLM scheme outperforms the other schemes by very large

margins in terms of the cache hit ratio and average user request latency. For

instance, when the cache size is 9000KB, the cache hit ratio using the PCC-

CLM scheme is 59% better than that using the MCC scheme, and the average

user request latency using the MCC scheme is 39% worse than that using the

PCC-CLM scheme. Although moving cache line heads with the mobile hosts

in the PCC-CLM scheme causes slightly more data exchange between neighbor

proxy servers compared to the basic PCC scheme, this extra cost is worthwhile

because the PCC scheme is only 22% better than the MCC scheme in terms of

cache hit ratio while the PCC-CLM scheme is 59% better. On the other hand,

the PCC-CLM scheme tremendously outperforms the MCC scheme in terms of

data exchange between neighbor proxy servers. As shown in Fig. 6, when cache

size is 9000KB, the MCC scheme generates 2 times of data traffic in wireless

network compared to the PCC-CLM scheme. Cache relocation scheme shows

the worst performance in terms of data exchange between proxy servers. We

must note here that the non-cooperative cache approach does not need extra

communication among proxy servers.

4.3 Impact of Data Access Skew Condition

Data access skew condition, i.e, the locality of user interests, determines the

probability of new web requests referring to previously accessed web documents.

As discussed before, user access frequencies to web documents follow Zipf-like

distribution with the Zipf factor varying between 0.64 and 0.83. In this sim-

ulation, we study how these evaluated proxy caching schemes perform under

various Zipf factors by varying the Zipf factor from 0.4 to 0.9. The simulation

results are reported in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

When the Zipf factor increases, the cache hit ratio should increase because
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Figure 7: Cache hit ratio under different Zipf factors
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Figure 8: Average request latency under various Zipf factors
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Figure 9: Data exchange under different Zipf factors

more web requests concentrate on fewer web documents. As shown in Fig. 7,

cache hit ratios increase for all proxy caching schemes when the Zipf factor

increases. Once again our PCC-CLM scheme significantly outperforms other

proxy caching schemes in terms of the cache hit ratio. For instance, when the

Zipf factor equals to 0.7, the cache hit ratio using the PCC-CLM scheme is 73%

higher than that using the MCC scheme, and 465% higher than that using the

non-cooperative approach (NC). Usually, retrieving web documents from the

original web servers results in much higher user request latencies than fetching

the cached web documents in the P2P cooperative proxy cache system. When

the Zipf factor increases, the average user request latencies decrease for all proxy

caching schemes because more web requests are satisfied by the proxy cache

system. Once again, our P2P cooperative proxy caching scheme and its cache

line migration enhancement outperform the other schemes in large margins.

When Zipf factor is 0.7, the average user request latency using MCC scheme

is 41% higher than that of PCC-CLM scheme. In the meantime, the average

user request latency using NC scheme is 2 times of that using the PCC-CLM

scheme.

In terms of communication overhead, our basic P2P cooperative proxy caching

scheme (PCC) generates less data exchange between proxy servers than other
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cooperative proxy caching schemes do. Although our PCC-CLM scheme gener-

ates slightly more data exchange between neighbor proxy servers than the basic

PCC scheme does, its outstanding performance in terms of the cache hit ratio

and user request latency makes the extra cost worthwhile. The MCC scheme

generates too much extra traffic in wireless network that may affect the per-

formance of the network itself. Once again, the cache relocation (CR) scheme

performs the worst in terms of all performance metrics.

5 Concluding Remarks and Future Studies

In this paper, we propose a novel P2P cooperative proxy caching scheme for

wireless base stations. We design a mobile cache model to facilitate the coop-

erative proxy caching. Based on this model, we use a self-configured virtual

proxy graph (VPG), which is independent of the underlying network structure

and adaptive to the network and geographic environment changes, to achieve

efficient data search, data cache and date replication. The aggregate effect of

data caching, searching and replicating actions by individual proxy servers au-

tomatically distributes cached web documents closer to the interested mobile

clients. Furthermore we propose a cache line migration strategy which repli-

cates the heads of network cache lines associated with a moving mobile host

to the new base station during the mobile host handoff to enhance the P2P

cooperative proxy caching scheme. These replicated cache line heads provide

direct links to the cached web documents previously accessed by the moving

mobile host in neighbor proxy servers, thus, improving the mobile web caching

performance. Our performance analysis and simulation study demonstrate that

our proposed P2P cooperative proxy caching schemes outperform other proxy

caching schemes in terms of different performance metrics.

In our simulation studies, we used a simple LRU algorithm for the cache

replacement. Some other factors, such as document size, date replication rate,

and mobile host handoff also affect the proxy cache space management. We are
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currently studying the collective impact of these factors to the cache replace-

ment decision so that we can design a cache replacement algorithm specifically

for our P2P cooperative proxy cache system. To further improve the system

performance, we are also investigating the possibility of integrating the predic-

tion of the mobile host movement with our proposed P2P cooperative proxy

caching scheme.
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